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Library Addition Dedication
Slated for 4 p.m. Sunday
Dean Lord of Columbia»
President Knight to Speak
THIS SU N D A Y afternoon at 4:00 Dean Clifford
Lord of Columbia university w ill be the m ain speaker
at the dedication of the Samuel Appleton-Carnegie li
brary. The ceremonies w ill include the laying of the
cornerstone, dedication speeches, and tours of the
building.
Dr. Douglas M.
Knight, president of Law
rence, will also speak briefly.
THE ADDITION to the li
brary has doubled the floor
space and added eighty carrells for individual s t u d y
space. The addition, opened
this fall, cost $776,000, and is
named to honor both Sam 
uel Appleton, who gave the
college its first book collec
tion in 1853, and Andrew Car
negie, who gave the original
library building in 1905.
In the past ten years, the
library has increased in num 
ber of books from 75,000 vol
umes to its present 110,114
volumes. Ten years ago the
library received 350 periodi
cals; it now receives 550. In
1954 the budget for books was
$6100; this year’s is $37,000,
which allows for an acquisi
tion of 5000 books.
Students use the library
more than they did ten years
ago. In 1952 students took out
an average of 9.9 books per
year, while last year they
took out 26.5. New collections

on L ajjn American, African,
and Asian affairs have been
added to keep pace with cur
riculum change*:. Needless to
say, the addition is a wel
come and a necessary one.
PRE SID EN T W illiam M.
Wright of the Lawrence board
of trustees will lay the cor
nerstone. Objects to be seal
ed into the cornerstone in
clude a facsimile of the Ap
pleton family crest, clippings
from the Appleton Post-Cressent describing the library
and Presidents K night’s re
cent appointment to the pres
idency of Duke university,
bookplates of special collec
tions in the Lawrence library,
and current college publica
tions.
The m ain speaker of the
day is Clifford L. Lord, dean
of the school of general stud
ies at Columbia university.
He was director of the State
Historical Society of Wiscon
sin for twelve years and has
received an honorary degree
from Lawrence.
Dr. Lord is also professor

Chamber Music Series to Bring
Walden String Quartet, Lemoine
C H A M B E R MUSIC devotees will be able to hear a
musical “ double-bill” next Monday, Nov. 12, when the
first of this season’s Lawrence Chamber Music series
concerts is played in Harper hall at 8:15 p.m.
The residence ensemble at the University of Illinois,
The Walden String Quartet,
and Lawrence Conservatory
faculty pianist, Bernard Le
moine, will share the threework program.
T HEIR MUSIC will include
the Mozart “ Quartet No. 15
in D Minor, K. 421” Bartok’s
‘‘Fourth String Q u a r t e t
(1928)” , and the Brahms
“ Quintet in F Minor, Op 34,
for Piano and String Quar
tet.”
Lemoine, whose associa
tion with the Walden Quartet
goes back to the years 195759 when he was an instruct
or in the University of Illi
nois piano department, will

pearances include one with
be pianist in the last of these
works.
He came to Lawrence in
195S, and now is an assistant
professor of music in the
Conservatory piano depart
ment.
LEM O IN E received h i s
bachelor of music degree at
Oberlin College in 1953, and
a m aster’s degree in music
from the University of Illi
nois in 1957.
Lemoine was a recipient of
the Bonn National Republic
of GeKmany award for music
study in 1957. His solo apContinued on Pune 2

of history at Columbia and
director of the American
Heritage Publishing C o mpany. He will discuss “ The
Liberal Arts C o l l e g e Li
brary.” All students and fac
ulty are invited to attend the
ceremonies.

J-Board Judges
Larceny Cases
There seems to be a con
siderable amount of souvenircollecting by students at Law
rence. The typical pattern is
taking glasses, ash trays,
welcome signs etc., but there
have also been reported cas
es of removing objects of
considerable value.
It all
adds up to a kind of ‘‘collegi
ate kleptomania,” but can
also be defined as petty and
grand larceny.
Last week three students
appeared before the Judicial
board for offenses of this na
ture. One whose vandalism
was comparatively minor was
simply
reprimanded and
warned that if he were in
trouble again that his case
would be viewed more care
fully as a result of this epi
sode.
The other two men will not
be permitted to attend any
student social function for the
balance of Term I and have
been told that if they are
found guilty of any other in
fractions during Terms I and
II that it is expected that
they will be dropped from
college.
A letter is being
sent to the parents of these
two. All three of the men are
being required to make resti
tution and apologize in per
son to the manager of the es
tablishment, and the two will
be writing a letter of apology
to the SEC president.

Two Concerts
Coming Soon
Two of the year’s most eag
erly sought concerts are im 
minent, according to the col
lege’s newly released cultur
al calendar.
On November 18 the Law
rence Symphony Orchestra,
with Kenneth Byler conduct
ing, makes its first season ap
pearance, and on December
2, the gigantic Lawrence
Choral
Society,
LaVahn
Maesch, director, will present
the annual “ Messiah” per
formance.
Byler has slated works of
Schubert, Borodin and Giannini for the symphony’s Sun
day night Chapel appearance.
For the Lawrence conductor,
this will be his premiere con
cert since returning from a
research-leave last semester.
Byler and his wife spent the
spring semester and last
summer in private study in
Switzerland where he worked
with one of Europe’s leading
violin-viola tutors. Max Rostal.

THE SA M U EL Appleton-Carnegie library, the la
test architectural structure on the Lawrence campus,
will be dedicated at 4 p.m. Sunday afternoon. Dean
Clifford Lord of Columbia university will be the main
speaker at the ceremonies.

Maesch again will lead a
250-voice chorus, plus inci
dental instrumentalists and
four vocal soloists in Han
del’s beloved sacred oratorio.
T i c k e t s for this year’s
“ Messiah” go on sale at Bel
tings Pharmacy on Thursday,
Nov. 15. There is no charge
for the orchestra concert.

C A R O L REED, Pam Berget and Ted K atzoff will
star in the Lawrence College theatre production “ The
Lesson” from November 14-17 in Stansbury theatre.

Theatre Department to Present
Two One-Act Plays Next Week
THE LA W R E N C E college theatre has announced
its 1962-1963 season. The first offering will be a pro
gram of two one-act plays to be directed by Mr. Ted
Cloak. They are Eugene Ionesco’s “ The Lesson” and
Edw ard A lbe’s “ The American Dream .” The produclion dates «re sM for Novemand Alhl.,. s
is a
ber 14 through 17 in Stansbury theatre.
BOTH THESE plays are
representative of a new trend
in dram a, often called the
avant-garde theatre or the
“ theatre of the absurd.” It
concerns itself with the prob
lems of contemporary
life,
but is clothed in abstract
terms, as a reaction against
the realistic treatment of life
in drama.
Edward Albee is preoccu
pied in “ The A m e r i c a n
D ream ” with the sterility and
the absurdity of middle-class
American life. Eugene Iones
co deals with the problem of
communication; one individ
ual's attempt to create a bond
of understanding with anoth
er individual.
It can be said that lones-

‘guignol,’ theatre of carica
ture end of the grotesque, a
theatre that exaggerates life
and that becomes larger than
life.”
TICKETS are available in
the box office starting No
vember 5 from 11 to 1 and
from 4 to 6 p.m. Students
may obtain their tickets by
presenting their identifica
tion cards to be punched at
the box office. Faculty season
tickets are also available at
the box office for $2.50. Reg
ular ticket rates arc; adults,
$1.50, and students, 75c.
The second m ajor produc
tion will be Jean Paul Sar
tre’s “ The Flies” directed by
Mr. David Mayer, and the
third is “ Ah, Wilderness,”
directed by Mr. Joseph Hopfensperger.

Knight Discusses Tuition Increase;
Comments on Election to Duke Post
“T HERE IS NO need for this transition between
presidents to be anything but one of real tranquility
and of genuine help to the college,” President Doug
las M. Knight assured the Lawrence college board of
trustees in its semi-annual meeting Monday in M ilw au
kee.
“ My recent d e c i s i o n , ”

COMMENTING ON his re
cent election as fifth presi
dent
of
Duke university,
Knight said, “ I am not going
to allow you to get rid of me
quickly. The tim ing will be
related to the Ford program.
The terminal date has been
set at January, 1964 It may
happen that you will find
your man in the next few
months, and that you will be
eager to get him here as soon
as you can.
“ I can make my life flexi
ble to allow whatever time
table seems wise for Law
rence. One of the happiest
parts of this was the assur
ance from the Duke trustees
that they would do nothing
to upset my obligations or the
obligations of the college. I
will be here until you don’t
need me. There will be no
gap; there will be no slack,”
he continued.

Knight said, “ does not mean
that Duke is more important
than Lawrence; what it does
mean is that what we do here
is so important that places
like Duke have to look to pla
ces like Lawrence to provide
them with what they need. It
is indeed the very highest
compliment that could be
paid Lawrence and the great
est possible strengthening of
what we do in a corporate
sense. ”
HE POINTED out that the
trustees will “ have the help
of the most discerning and
knowledgeable people in the
country’’ in the search for a
new president, and that their
job would be difficult be
cause they will be faced with
the task of selecting from a
group of “ five or ten abso
lutely first-rate people.”
“ This is the most desirable
C.ontinurti on Pane 2
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Knight Discusses Tuition
C ontinued from Patfe I
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college presidency in the Uni
ted States,” Knight said.
“ Not for the venal reason that
the president always seems
to go on to a university pres
idency, hut because it gives
a m an the truest possible ed
ucation in what a college is
and the impact it can have in
the United States.”
Turning to college finance,
he reported that the executive
committee of the board of
trustees has recommended an
increase of $ 1(X) in Lawrence
fees next year, bringing the
total cost to $2,200 per year—
‘‘a substantial a m o u n t of
money.”
IN THE LATE 30” s, he re
called, the charges at Law
rence were $010 a year; at
the same time a 1937 fourdoor Ford sedan, with heater,
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Knight said, ‘‘The same car
(provided you could get one
with only a heater) sells for
$2,561. You will be told, of
course, that it is considerably
more <>f a car than it was; I

tell you that Lawrence is con
siderably more of a college
than it was.
“ We are setting up a good
deal of support for our stu
dents which goes along with
these increased costs.” the
Lawrence president pointed
out. “ It is still a problem; we
do not want to make a college
education simply the privi
lege of the few who happen
by accident of birth to be able
to afford it . . . (the growth
in
Lawrence’s scholarship
funds, makes it> more possi
ble than it was ten years ago
for the student of limited
means to have an education
at Lawrence. This takes part
of the sting, at least, out of
our high charges.”
He suggested that some
time in the next few years,
Lawrence may consider set
ting up a longer time base
than four years for paying
for the cost of a college edu
cation, perhaps six to eight
years to pay.
IN ADDITION to assuring
a range of economic back-
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ground by increased schol
arship programs, Knight said
Lawrence would continue to
seek a range of social back
ground, so the college would
not be ‘ merely the happy
home of the upper middle
class,” and guarantee a range
of competence in the student
body so they would not be
merely one type.
“ You may be assured that
there will always be the ‘C’
students as well as the ‘A ’
students at Lawrence. Where,
as someone has said, would
the presidents of the United
States come from if no ‘C’
students were admitted to
college?” Knight pointed out.
The Lawrence president de
voted part of his report to the
nature of a college faculty.
“ T H ERE IS always the
fear on the part of the faculty
that trustees are only men of
money; there is the fear on
the part of the trustees that
the faculty is composed only
of dangerous leftists.
“ It is im portant,” he went
on, “ that the faculty m em 
bers recognize that trustees
are men or women of real in
fluence in the communities in
which they live; the trustees,
on the other hand, must rec
ognize that a faculty m em 
ber is someone who will pur
sue relentlessly, but respon
sibly, an idea that we may
not understand — not as a
propagandist, but as some
one who in the end will ad
m it the fact when he finds
himself wrong. You do not
want the kind of faculty who
are propagandizers; you do
want a faculty who will stand
up for their beliefs, who will
d i s a g r e e with presidents,
deans and trustees. Other
wise, your presidents will
have failed you; they will
have found for you faculty
who are very dull people.”

Movie is coming to Appleton
See:
FOOTWEAR

“Many Moods of Skiing’’
W E D N E S D A Y , November 14, 1962— 8 p.m.

Appleton Senior H igh School

Adults $1

. .. Children under 12 -50c

Warren Miller. America’s most popular ski movie-maker
has traveled almost one million miles capturing skiing
at its finest and visiting all the famous ski resorts. He
narrates this latest production

CO M FO RT

CLASSICS
as?
young and gay
in every nay

Profits of proceeds to be contributed to
Fox Valley and Mos-Ki-Tow Hill Ski Clubs

S8.95

TICKETS AVAILABLE
EOl K i ll FLOOR
SKI and SPORT SHOP
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Benn Discusses Cold War as Series
Of Events Threatening East and West
By T ON Y CARTER
THE B RO A D , calm, well-rounded perspective of
Mr. Anthony Wedgewood-Benn was certainly refresh
ing after the rigors of a campaign spiced with smears,
the threat of w ar and the shouting of demagogues.
The British M.P. discussed the cold was in terms of a
series of events which threat
ens both East and West, a
situation which Adlai Steven
son has called “ the revolu
tion of rising expectations.”
OUR BLINDNESS, explains
Mr. Benn, is making our sit
uation all the more danger
ous. We are too often con
cerned only with the threat
of immediate nuclear war.
Encouraged by the press, we
insist on dividing the world
into the “ goodies” and the
“ baddies.” Our foreign pol
icy views everything in East
versus West terms.
As a result, we have “ ex
hausted our institutional ca
pability to engineer our sur
vival.” What are we going to
do about the spread of mur-

Chamber Music
Continued from Page I

the Springfield (Mass.) Sym
phony Orchestra, and num 
erous others in the East and
Midwest.
Lcmoine studied in New
York City with Muriel Kerr,
one of last year’s Chamber
Series artists. At Oberlin. he
was a student of Jacob Radunsky, and at Illinois, a pu
pil of Stanley Fletcher. Dur
ing the past summer, the
Lawrence professor studied
at Eastman School of Music,
Rochester (N .Y.), with Cecile Genhart.
THE WALDEN QUARTET
originated in 1934 when the
four
string players
were
members of the Cleveland
Orchestra. They took their
name from Thoreau’s liter
ary classic.
Their acclaim has been in
ternational as a result of ex
tensive American and Euro
pean tours. Resides perform
ances of the standard litera
ture for quartet, the ensem
ble has played several hund red
new contemporary
works on the air and on rec
ords, in m any cases, world
premieres.
The Walden members are:
Homer Schmitt and Bernard
Goodman, violins; John G ar
vey. viola; and Robert Swen
son, cello.
Tickets for the concert are
now on sale at Belling Phar
macy, 204 E. College Ave.
All seats will be reserved.
FORUM POSTPONED
The Fraternity Forum
originally
scheduled for
this Sunday afternoon has
been postponed.
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Sportswear— Prange’s Second Floor Fashions

Film
Processing
» r u in g
the t a m p

Your favorite genuine
hand sewn vamp Moc*
casuals! Styled the way
you like ’em. for work or
play, and Maine-made for
comfort as well as smart
ness. And their price is as
easy to take as a raise irt
pay!
Black. Red. Green.
Waxed Leathers

Heckert Shoe Co.

• Anschrome and
Ektachrome
Brought in before 4:30
Ready next day 4:00
•

Kodachnome and
Kodacolor
Three day service

•

Black and white
Brought in by 9 a m.
Ready same day
Large selection of
CONTEM PORARY
G R EET IN G CARDS

ideal photo
222 E. College Ave.

der weapons and the devel
opment of military technol
ogy?
Will the balance of terror
which exists between the U.
S. and the U.S.S.R. function
between India and Pakistan
or between Formosa and
China? And if such a balance
does not function, how would
a nuclear conflict between
Formosa and China be con
tained?
AS MR. BENN points out,
our “ holy war attitude” to
ward the cold war makes us
blind to many of the realities
of the conflict. Too many of
us are unaware of the prob
lems of international law in
volved in our Cuban block
ade and these problems have
been largely ignored by the
press. It may well be that
such niceties wouldn’t change
our policy but we should keep
them in mind.
Again, we often gloss over
the purely strategic charact
er of our alliances with such
countries as S p a i n , Port
ugal and Saudi Arabia. We
paint them as good friends
and try to forget the Portu
gese colonial policy and the
slavery in Saudi Arabia.
It would help 'if we viewed
the situation more honestly.
Our misguided moral stands
tend to make us misjudge the
character of the communist
world. More importantly, our
“ holy war attitude” makes us
inflexible and stubbornly op
posed to mutually beneficial
agreements with the east.
I
WAS particularly pleased
with Mr. Benn’s treatment of
“ the revolution of rising ex
pectations.” The underdevel
oped nations, he pointed out,
do not act in terms of com 
munism versus democracy
In view of the large and
ever widening gap between
the “ haves” and the “ havenots,” it is unlikely that the
“ have-nots” are very fond of
the “ haves.” The develop
mental problems of the under
developed nations have be
come infected by the cold
war conflict and go unsolved,
to our increasing future peril
Mr. Benn admits that the
important thing in politics is
to ask the right questions,
not to have the right answers
He docs, however, have some
suggestions gradual, inspect
ed disarmament; admission
of Red China to the UN on
the principle of universality,
etc.
Regardless of the validity
of particular solutions, there
is little doubt that Mr. Benn’s
general viewpoint would do
much to make our problems
solvable.
PETITIONS DUE
Petitions for Encam p
ment Steering Board are
due to Liz Cole, Colman
hall, by November 20.

Open House Sunday
Alsted House will hold its
formal open house Sunday
from 2 to 5 p.m. Dorm offi
cers include Peg Fralish,
president; Barb Isely, head
proctor; Jo Robbins, secre
tary - treasurer; and Margo
Englehart and Mary Anne
Pepin, social chairmen.

Everyone will be welcome.
TWO HAM BURGERS
FRENCH FRIES,
and a D RIN K
for sOc at

M URPHYS
.V A W W A W /.W ,
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Duncan and Rehl to Present AQUA-FIN Selects
Fourth Duo-Piano Recital Members, Officers
DUO-PIANISTS Clyde Duncan and Theodore Rehl
will bring: another Lawrence faculty recital to the
Harper hall stage Sunday at 8:15 p.m. The public is
welcomed without charge.
Two piano music is getting to be their habit, this
being their fourth public ap
pearance together in less
than a year. In February
they presented a full recital,
in May they performed on a
contemporary musicale, and
this fall played briefly on
Lawrence’s New S t u d e n t
Week concert.
BOTH A RE piano faculty
members. Duncan an asso
ciate professor of music, and
Rehl an assistant professor.
Duncan has bachelor and
master of music degrees
from American Conservatory
in Chicago. He has studied
at Trinity College of Music,
London, and t h e
Vienna
Academy of Music, and is a
pupil of Leo Sowerby and
Alec Rowley. His Viennese
study was done as a Ford
Fellow in 1954-55.
Rehl holds bachelor and
master of music degrees
from Oberlin Conservatory of
Ohio, and has done graduate
study at the University of
Southern California. He is
working toward a doctoral
degree in musical arts, a
project begun this past sum
mer at the University of In 
diana.
REH L is a student of Bev
eridge Webster, Muriel Kerr,
and Bela Boszormcnyi-Nagy.
In 1953 he was a finalist in
the National Federation of
Music Clubs’ Young Artist
Competition, and has made
several
orchestral appear
ances including one with the
Little Orchestra Society of
New York, Thomas Scherman, conductor.
Sunday’s program will fea
ture a performance of Dun
can's “ Sonata for Two P i
anos,” written in 1948. The
work was played on the duo’s
musicale appearance l a s t
spring, and a single move
ment was again heard by the
Lawrence student audience
this fall, in both cases gener
ating striking enthusiasm.
The composer describes the
sonata briefly in this way:
“ The first movement treats
the two pianos as separate
entities which converge at
certain points during t h e
course of the music. The sec
ond movement is rhapsodic
and almost orchestral in de
sign, and the third is a rhy
thmic, fugue-like rondo.”

For FAST
Laundry Service
Contact

DUNCAN’S work will be
preceded by four pieces byAndre,
Mozart. Hindemith
and Debussey.
A “ Divertimento No. 3,” by
Johann Anton Andre, opens
their program. The compos
er, who lived in the late 18th
a n d early 19th centuries,
wrote gracefully and sym
metrically. His “ Divertimen
to” is short, pointed, unpre
tentious writing and particu
larly tuneful.
The Mozart “ Sonata in B
Flat Major, K. 358” is one of
his five two-piano works, and
a n especially light-hearted
one. Duncan explains that it
holds some delightful ex
changes between the t w o
players, has a slow move
ment of real beauty and clos
es “ with a romp to the fin
ishing post, complete with
oom-cha’ passages . . . to
add to the fun.”
IN THE program’s second
half, the duo-pianists will
play Hindemith’s 1939 “ So
nata for Piano Duet,” a lyr
ical and rather solemn work.
This will be followed by
“ En blanc et noir,” of Claude
Debussy, a set of three pieces
written in 1915. The compos
er’s deep feelings upon the
outbreak of WW I led him to
a period of musical silence at
first when he found he was
physically unfit for military
service. Eventually he con
cluded he must write, since
it was all he could do “ more
or less well.”
Two of the three pieces
seem to have reference to
the war, the first an elegant,
vivacious waltz, the second
of symphonic character, and
with considerable program
matic content.
The third has no apparent
war background, but takes
its subject from a 15th cen
tury poem by Charles d ’OrIcans. It is followed by Dun
can’s sonata, the program s
closing work.

Aqua-fin has recently elect
ed new officers for this school
year. They are Judy Ander
son. president; Jinx Gilman,
vice-president; Mary Pepin,
secretary; Barb Wood, treas
urer; and Mollie Herzog, the
coach.
The new members of the
group are Suzv Cartwright,
Pat Cook, Mary Anne Jack,
Gail-Sue Janish, Carla Mettling, Jocko Morse, Jan Nel
son, Nancy Nye, Nancy Ol
son, Eloise Oviat, Jan Quill
ing, Peg Silloway, Nancy
Washburn, Barb Wetherell,
Kathy Wilson, Barb Wood.
At the present Aqua-fin is
practicing every week for its
annual show.

Donations to Help
New Library Fund
Two major gifts have come
to Lawrence recently to bring
the financing of the new li
brary addition near comple
tion.
The Kresge foundation of
Detroit, Mich., has given $25,000 on the condition that the
college raise at least $725,000
from other sources by Ja nu
ary 1, 19G4. In 1956, the
Kresge foundation contribut
ed $50,000 toward Colman
hall.
A $10,000 gift from the
Louis Calder, Jr., foundation
of New York, is the third of
that size to come to the li
brary fund in the last 18
months. Earlier gifts of $10,000 came in March and Octo
ber, 1961.

Pickup and Delivery
RE 4-5074

SC !

Keep Trim
With o HAIRCUT ot

CLIFF’S BARBER SHOP
115 North Morrison

W arin g to Discuss
Kierkegaard Book

/

j

Sunday at 6:30 p.m., m em 
bers of Wesley Fellowship
and other interested students
will meet at the Methodist
Church for a discussion of
Kierkegaard’s For Self-exam
ination. Dr. Waring of the
religion department will lead
the discussion, the first in a
series of discussions on con
temporary theology.
In the interests of meaning
ful discussion, Dr. Waring re
quests that those attending
become acquainted with the
book before the discussion.
Since the book is on this
year’s F r e s h m a n Studies
reading list, copies are avail
able.

Remember Our Special Delivery Service

A MODERN CLASSIC SCULPTURED IN 1H KARAT OOLD
UUOGET TERMS TOO

Pizza Deliveries Every H alf Hour from 4 p.m. to
12:00 M idnight . . . SEVEN DAYS A W E E K !

Roman J. Knight

Heller’s
Launderette

THE LA W R E N C E College Chamber Music Series
w ill present the W alden String Quartet at 8:15 p.m.
Monday, Nov. 12, in Harper Hall. Bernard Lemoine,
Lawrence Conservatory faculty pianist, will also par
ticipate in the program. Tickets are on sale at Belling
Pharmacy with all seats reserved.

Sammy’s Pizza Palace
211 N. Appleton Street

Gemologist — Diamond Setter and Watchmaker
216 E. Wisconsin Ave.
Appleton—Northside

Call 4-0292
v*
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NEW SCRIBNER BOOKS
A GENTLE M U R D E R E R —Dorothy Salisbury Davis
ONE MORE UNFORTUNATE—Edgar Lustgarten
CROSS C R E E K — Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
THE OCEAN R IV E R —Henry Chapin and F. G. Walton Smith
THE LO R D ’S P R A Y E R —E. F. Scott
THIS SIDE OF PARADISE— F. Scott Fitzgerald
OUR KNOW LEDGE OF G OD—John Baillie
IN OUR TIM E—Ernest Hemingway
INDIGO—Christine Weston
THE A F FA IR —C. P. Snow
HAIRCUT AND OTHER STORIES—Ring Lardner

ABE LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS—Robert E Sherwood
A SMALL BOY AND OT IIFRS— Henry James
G R E E N HILLS OF A FRIC A —Ernest Hemingway
THE NATURE OF NATURAL HISTORY— Marston Bates
THE IJ\WS OF NATURE— R E Pgierls
BEYOND AN X IET Y —James A. Pike
CRED O —Karl Barth
LOOK HOMEWARD AN GEL—Thomas Wolfe
THE SUN ALSO RISES— Ernest Hemingway
THE Y E A R L IN G —Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
THE PREVALENCE OF WITCHES—Aubrey Menen

CONKEYS BOOK STORE

H tj r
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From the Editorial B oard

A Tribute
Last Friday’s announcement of President K night’s
appointment to Duke university came as a distinct
shock to the vast majority of students. Many had as
sumed that such an announcement would ultimately
have to be made, but they had not expected it at this
time. As the news engulfed the campus, this reaction
was immediate and general: a sincere sorrow at the
President’s leaving, accompanied by a real sense of
loss.
And it is a loss, for Dr. Knight stands at the very
heart of all that most truly is Lawrence college. As
one student was heard to say as she learned of the ap
pointment, “ I just can’t imagine Lawrence without Dr.
K night; it simply won’t seem like the same school.”
The fact that Knight has become nearly synonymous
with Lawrence is proudly indicative of the m an’s in
fluence and the range of his many significant achieve
ments.
In his capacity as President, Dr. Knight has work
ed long and hard for the past nine years toward in
creasing the college’s endowment, improving its physi
cal plant, heightening its standards and its reputa
tion and implementing a great many other changes
which have made Lawrence an outstanding institution.
Yet, he has not been simply a President to the stu
dents of Lawrence; he has been a concerned advisor,
an inspiring teacher and, most importantly, a trusted
friend. He has taken a sincere interest in the students,
he has shared in their activities, he has listened to
their problems. He has made himself, his counsel and
his services as available as any man as busy as he pos
sibly can. He has created through his actions and
words an image of warmth and intelligence which will
remain a part of Lawrence long after January of 1964.
Here is a man, then, respected, wise, sympathetic,
to whom Lawrentians are deeply indebted for his
many efforts on their behalf. For all this and much
more. Dr. Knight, we thank you. A single year may
not be a very long time, but it is a year for which we
are sincerely grateful.

From the Editorial Board

Honor Explicit -Implicit
Certain rules and regulations are decided by the
administrations of colleges and universities. Among
these rules at Lawrence are women’s hours, automo
bile rules, drinking regulations, and now, an explicit
Honor System. The Honor System has inherent flaws
—certainly: anything that is not tried and true must.
Nevertheless, it is now one of Lawrence’s permanent
policies and must be given a chance to function.
This new Honor System has been criticized, belit
tled and laughed at. It has been lauded and praised as
what was needed all along, and, alternatively, it has
been felt that it was foisted upon the students, that it
doesn’t really function and that inconsistencies in at
titude from teacher to teacher render it farcical. To
date, 216 students, or 19 per cent of the student body
have not signed the pledge. Betwixt the ideal and
workable falls our Honor System, caught in an im 
broglio of confusion, complaint, reappraisal and re
reappraisal.
Some Eastern colleges have had an honor system
since before anyone now connected with Lawrence
was born. Haverford’s honor system includes social as
well as academic aspects; St. O laf, right under our
collective nose, has had an honor system since 1917;
and Virginia and West Point have traditional honor
systems. The point is that these and many other
schools have long-standing, workable honor systems.
If we allow ours to be “ tried’’, it may, like the honor
systems of tin* others, prove “ true.”
The main reason for the missing 216 signatures
seems to be a protest against the third clause, which
states: “ I will be in honor bound to see that any ap p ar
ent violation of the Honor System is reported to the
Honor Council.”
it is doubtful that many students will report others
as this clause states and it thus appears that a certain
amount of hypocrisy does exist iti the Honor System.
However, it also appears that the third clause will
work as a deterrent to cheating through student pres
sures and thus achieve its purpose in this way. It is
hoped, of course, that far more will m aintain integ
rity through moral conviction than through pressure.
I he most fundamental principle involved in any
"honor system, however, seems to have been overlook
ed. An honor system exists at all schools whether it is
explicit or implicit. It is automatically assumed that
the individual is on his honor not to cheat; we have
merely verified this in writing through the institution
of an honor system. I he fact must be borne in mind
that all schools have an honor system, be it in the mind
of the individual, or documented, or both.

it's what we in the trade call a gimmick
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Red China’s Agricultural Crisis
—

---

IN 1958 Red China announ
ced a program for rapid in
dustrialization known as “ the
great l e a p
f o r w a rd.”
Since t h e n ,
three succes
sive years of
crop failures
have revers
ed C h i n a ’s
period of portentive pros
perity into a
time o f des
perate crisis
in which fami n e, exhaus
tion, and frustration forced
I'eiping to admit the need for
a drastic change.
Party Chairman Mao TseTung's new slogan is. “ Indus
try dismounts from horse
back.” The successive chang
es in China's internal policy
are necessary to an under
standing of the present crisis.
C hina’s acute problem has
two roots: the failure of agri
culture to produce enough
food and the population ex
plosion
In order to feed for
industry manpower. Mao es
tablished an agricultural pro
gram called the commune sys
tem. The peasants derived
little or no benefit from the
innovation.
Families were
torn apart and the peasants
were subjected to a system
of tight controls.
At the end of 1958 statistical
records announced great suc
cess for the commune sys
tem.
The contrast between
official claims and reality be
came apparent when food
shortages appeared. Original
estimates were slashed by
more than one-third. Peiping
was reluctant to admit an er
ror of this magnitude, espe
cially since the communes
were Mao's own personal
project.
• • •

CHINESE n e w s p a p e r s
blamed crop failure on “ a se
ries of natural plagues —
droughts, floods, typhoons and
locusts." Just as important
reasons for crop failures are
two o t h e r considerations
First. China's natural fertil
izers have all but been ex
hausted by the two crop sys
tem
I’eiping has invested
money
on industrialization
rather than on the manufac
ture of fertilizers
Peasants
try to do with the only re
source they have — human
labor Secondly, the peasants
lack the incentive and vital
ity to produce enough food
for the country.
Rapid population growth is
probably Red China's funda
mental problem. The first

-

-

M IKE GANNETT-

scientific census taken in No
vember, 1954, showed 600 m il
lion rather than the estimat
ed 450 million population At
an annual growth rate of 2i
percent the projected popu
lation for 1962 is over 700
million. The number will ex
ceed one billion by 2980
Since 1958, China has un
dertaken the task of feeding
a nation larger than England
without an accompanying in
crease in production China s
harvest in 1961 was no larger
than that of 1958
Mao sought to check the
clim bing figure by birth con
trol, but the program quickly
ended because it was in de
fiance of the communist dog
ma. Mao decided that lim it
ing the population was an ad
mission that native resource
fulness and all-wise social
ism has failed
H u n g e r , weakness, and
shortages of tools and parts
for industry have their effect
on the industrial effect of the
great leap Coal miners, giv
en insufficient food, do not
produce coal in the quantities
needed. As a result, some
factories have shut down for
lack of fuel. Industrial output
has reportedly dropped by 30
percent in the last year.
• * *
LAST MARCH Mao began
to halt the chaotic drive for
more of everything in order
to concentrate labor forces on
agriculture. The regimented
commune system was aban
doned. but still millions of
people from all trades have
moved from urban to rural
areas,
resulting again
in

—

many broken homes and shat
tered careers.
With so many unskilled peo
ple on the countryside, pro
ductivity remains low and
morale is even lower. Work
ers fear that the worst still
lies ahead, and they have
been overcome by a sense of
despair. Thus, the possibility
of a major drive and sacrifice
on the part of the peasants
and workers is not foreseea
ble.
One might expect the peas
ants to revolt. But this is not
the case. Mao retains firm
control over the tightly knit
government in Peiping and
the army. Most Chinese peo
ple have nothing but gloomy
prospects to look forward to.
Many thousands have fled to
Hong Kong. They are not in
terested in joining the Na
tionalist forces of Chiang-KaiShek or in revolution, but
rather in security and prom 
ise for a full stomach.
The Chinese people will in
all likelihood endure their
hardships just as they have
in the past, but Mao will have
to make concessions to the
people and completely re
verse the policy of industrial
ization. Mao has already rec
ognized this fact.
If China took a realistic ap
proach to its problem, it
would manufacture fertilizers
instead of guns for an unfed
army China is ambitious and
could pose an international
threat in the future. Its vast
population must be reckoned
with. But upon the basis of
undeveloped agriculture and
industry. China’s power is po
tential, not actual.
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From the Editorial Board

W ho Gives-SEC or LUC?
The heart of every true hum anitarian was moved
Monday night in SEC by a desperate plea for financial
aid from a faltering South African college. W hile the
matter now lies in rest until further information can
be obtained, the underlying principle involved here
should be examined : whether it is the function of SEC
to serve as a provider of funds for any such request—
worthy or not— which m ight be brought to its atten
tion.
A precedent of sorts was set last year with a do
nation to the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Com
mittee; however, as other such requests w ill be con
tinually brought before SEC, it is apparent that such
money-giving is and will be in conflict with the pur
pose ol the Lawrence United Charities. LUC was.
founded to avoid a great number of fund-raising move
ments on campus by individual charities, irregardless
of their worth or need. It is this group which should
handle all requests of financial aid, be they worthy or
unworthy, and should divide its charity funds as it
sees tit. The general fund of SEC is established as a
financial backing for any groups which m ight meet a
deficit, as well as for special events such as the en
cam pment or the international weekend. Thus, to “ leg
islate” money set aside for such purposes from student
tuition fees cannot be called “charity.”
Once before SEC was asked to give money to a
worthwhile movement and voted to do so. Before a
definite precedent is set, however, it is time to recon
sider such action and decide whether it is the function
of SEC to be a money-provider.
On the Politicai Scene

Kennedy Administration Stifling
Individualism by Medicare Program?
By NED CARLETON
D U R IN G THE PAST five years the Old Age and
Survivors Insurance Trust Fund (O A SI Trust Fund)
has lost $2,977 million. The only year that it was in
the black was 1961, with a surplus of $599 million. In
spite of the fact that the Social Security tax has risen
from 1} per cent in 1958 to 6]
per cent this year, the OASI
Board of Trustees estimates
that the fund will lose another
billion dollars in 1962
MOST OF US have depos
ited money with the OASI
Trust Fund, even if it has
only been from our summer
job paychecks. Most of us
will continue to deposit until
our retirement age is reached.
The immediate burden upon
our paychecks is relatively
sm all, compared to what it
could become if certain late
ly proposed measures are
passed.
The most outstanding of
these recent issues has been
the medical care for the aged
program which, if passed,
would exist under the Social
Security system. The propos
ed bill, according to a reli
able source, might cost the
OASI Trust Fund close to S3
billion in the first year.
Aside from the fact t hat
this extra cost would un
doubtedly increase the tax
rate (it is increasing by 1
per cent yearly, regardless,
and there is still meagre hope
for a year in the black judg
ing from past years) the bill
m ay be of definite benefit.
Let’s examine some statis
tics.
A STUDY made by the Un
iversity of M i c h i g a n Re
search Center reveals that

the average value of assets
of families with the head
over 65 was $3,510 more than
those of any other age group
in 1960. Moreover, only four
per cent of the over-65 fam 
ilies had medical debts, while
10 per cent of the younger
family group incurred them.
This is all logically ex
plained, considering the sav
ings of the older fafmilies
amassed over the years, and
the existence of a larger
family group (more expense,
and more chance for illness)
in other categories.
The advocate of this medi
cal aid plan might choose to
base his approval of it on the
examination of the average
income of the two groups. It
is true that the average in
come of the older group was
$3008 less than that of the
under-65 group in 1960, but
the younger group has a
greater tax burden and a
greater living expense, owing
to a larger average family.
THE O LD ER group is of
ten thought to be more susceptable to diseases which
would require hospitalization,
but another survey by the
University of Michigan Re
search Center shows that
large medical expenses tend
to decline after age 54
C ontinued on Page 6
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CATCH 22. By Joseph Heller 75c. Dell Books.
JO SEPH H E L L E R , the au
thor of Catch 22, has written
one of the most subversive,
critical and hilarious books
of our time.
Catch 22 is based on an in
ternal logic, which to the
reader seems completely il
logical. The story is centered
on a tiny non-existant island
named Pianosa, somewhere
near the coast of Italy.
Mr. Heller has skillfully
created, on this seemingly in
significant island, a micro
cosm of our society and has
distorted every evil facet of
the same to fantastic propor
tions. This evil, in its most
basic form, is Catch 22. Catch
22 is the unwritten postscript
attached to every rule. By
Catch 22 the authorities—in
this case the most illogical—
are able to revoke anything,
at anytime whenever it suits
their whims.
CATCH 22 is a bitterly hu
morous journey into a world
which is ruled by those who
are by any conventional stan
dards completely insane. Ev
ery side of Pianosian society
has been brought to its illogi
cal conclusion and the only
truly sane member left is
Captain John Yossarian.
* * *
THE TIM E is the second
world war and Yossarian is
a member of the United
States Air Force base on Pi
anosa. Mr. Heller has adopt
ed and magnified all the m e
chanical idiosyncrasies of the
military community and in
this context has realized the
perfect situation w h e r e i n
Catch 22 is able to function.
Thus Yossarian, as the only
member of the squadron who
can fully recognize the insid
ious potential of Catch 22, is
animated completely by a
desire to stay alive.
Catch-22, as wielded by his
superior officers, is aimed at
his destruction as well as
that of every member of the
squadron. The rest of his
group seem indifferent when
the number of missions which
they are required to fly, is
upped from a mere 35 to a
fantastic 70. The air force
only requires a m an to fly 35
but by employing Catch 22,
any number of missions be
comes conceivable.
“ Then I can go home now,”
shouted Yossarian jubilantly.
“ No, you can’t; are you
crazy or something?"
said
Pfc. Wintergreen.
“ Why not?” said Yossarian.
“ Because of Catch-22.’’
“Catch-22? What the hell
has that got to do with it?”
“ It doesn’t matter if the
27th air force says you can
go home after 35 missions,
Catch-22 says you have to
obey every one of your com
manding officer’s orders and
he says you have to fly 70 ”
MR. H E L L E R has created
a cast of characters which is
faintly reminiscent of Thack
er’s Vanity Fair. His carica
tures are drawn from mod
em American society and
they seem entirely fitted to
their expanded roles. Colonel

LOOkS 9b tho'
they mean
busi ness
this time.
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Cathcart, the commanding
officer, is motivated strictly
by a desire to get his picture
in the Saturday Evening Post.
To this end he raises the
number of missions over and
over again vby employing
Catch-22) and moreover vol
unteers his squadron for ev
ery dangerous mission.
This desire for inane recog
nition leads him to forget the
targets themselves and to
concentrate on a photogenic
b o m b pattern. Eventually
even the Germans become
secondary and he is directed
by General Peckman, his
equally mad superior to con
centrate his recourses toward
the nominal destruction and
replacement of Colonel Dreedle, the wing commander,
and to eventually, with luck,
rule the Uninted States Air
Force.

for an escape from the un
ending quest for himself.
Peer at one time finds h im 
self in a madhouse where the
roles have been reversed,
(Does this sound fam iliar?)
The guards are mad and the
inmates are sane. In this a t
mosphere Peer is judged to
be “ the king of self.” Yos
sarian could also be judged
“ the king of self ” Although
he is a defeatist, a coward
and by no standards a hero,
his philosophy contains a
beautiful individualism. He is
the only one who realizes he
must find “ the Snowdons of
Yesteryear.”
Joseph Heller’s Catch-22
contains this same beautiful
individualism and will soon
be recognized as perhaps the
newest and by far the best
departure in recent modern
fiction

The characters are so many
and varied that no attempt
could be made to describe
them all here (Milo Minderbindcr. capitalist extraordi
naire, the mess officer who
starts a syndicate In a small
way and who finally possess
es his own army, hiring it out
to the highest bidder—even
to the Germans themselves).

A1 and Lillian
In Embreeville

Private First Class Wintergreen, who from the switch
board at Headquarters, rules
the entire wing and is con
sulted by everyone from the
general on down the line
Lieutenant Scheisskopf, the
epitome of martinets, who is
promoted to general and im 
mediately wants everyone,
colonels included, to march.

Al never learned very many
words, but he conversed oc
casionally with the other men
at this table. Al understood
love. The relationships he
built with the three other
men at his table were open
and loving

Let it suffice to say that
Joseph Heller with Machavcllian glee has completely
penetrated o u r
sometime
shallow society and easily
switched every value Through
all this his hatred for the m il
itary mind shines through
with
extraordinary bright
ness.
THE VARIOUS pieces of the
story are arranged in such a
crazy patchwork that it is
virtually impossible to retain
an exact image of all that is
happening Out of all these
most ridiculous episodes, one
(1) question is asked. The an
swer is the answer to this
mad situation. The question
is:
“ Where are the snowdons
of yesteryear?”
“ Snowdon had been killed
over Avignon when Dobbs
went crazy in mid-air and
seized the controls away from
Huple.”
“ Where are the Snowdons
of Yesteryear?” asked Yossarlan, who was ready to pur
sue him through all the words
in the world to wring the
knowledge from him if he
could.
Mr. Heller has obviously
taken a great deal of his in
spiration from Ibson’s play
Peer Gynt. In Peer Gynt the
hero, Peer, asks “ Where are
the snows of yesteryear'’ ”
Just as Yossarian searches
for logic in a basically illogi
cal world, so does Peer search

What
d you

*«y,

GorC ?

I'll (jive
you Abel
at
i
8 to 5 ;

I once knew a man named
Al. He sat in a chair at a ta 
ble all day, every day. Every
night he went to bed in the
same room. Three other men
sat at the table with Al.

Al will probably never leave
the room he lives in now. He
is a congenital mental defec
tive He never learned to eat
with a knife and fork; he
could not remember names
from day to day and he never
could be toilet trained.
Although he might never
leave Ward E, Central Build
ing of Embreeville state hos
pital, Al had learned the
warmth and beauty of caring
human companionship.
“ Chinatown.”
“ No. Lillian this Is E m
breeville.”
“ Gangsters . . . I ’m a C h i
nese, you’re my husband ”
“ No, Lillian, I ’m a volun
teer.”
“ You can take care of the
baby; got a cigarette? knock
it off . . Chinatown.”
“ No, Lillian, this is E m 
breeville.”
“ Embreeville, yeah; m en
tal patient, yeah; I’m crazy,
knock it off.”
How much of Lillian was a
halluciation, how much real
ity? Could shock treatments
help her? Shock treatments
help to relieve tensions by
stunning parts of the brain
Lillian could be c a l m e d
enough to receive psychiatric
help if she took shock.
Why didn’t she get it? Her
sister wouldn’t let her. Why
not? Through her ignorance
and her irrational supersti
tion Lillian’s sister keeps
Lillian in Embreeville, prob
ably for the rest of her life
Cookie was mad
She was
17, had had two illegitimate
babies, and one self-inflicted
abortion. Cookie hated. She
hated the hospital, she hated
the outside, she hated others,
she hated herself. Cookie had
few overt signs of illness.
What put Cookie in and me
on the outside? Cookie was
n ’t obviously insane; she was
quietly paranoid. Why? Was
it her environment? Why her?
Mental patients really suf
fer from their diseases Only
quirks of fate keep us on the
outside Do they need some
one’s help 0 Do you want to
help? See me.
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We are faced then, with a
proposal which would bur
den us as taxpayers, but
which we do not need as citi
zens-. Why then has this issue
been proposed?
This is another case of the
administration’s adherence to
the practices of the New
Deal. At the time when many
revolutionary New Deal pro
posals were made, there was
a definite need for action.
THE K EN N ED Y adminstration, the “ New Frontier,”
has the outward appearance
of a New Deal type of ad
ministration, but there is one
essential factor missing in
its makeup. The need for
legislation such as this medi
cal aid plan does not exist.
The administration insists
that it is a dynamic one,
seeking to increase the Am er
ican standard of living, but
how does it propose to “ get
the economy moving” if it
persists in proposing little
needed and unpopular bills
such as this one (the bill
failed to pass the 87th Con
gress) which would increase
the tax bill and raise the na
tional debt?
The American citizen has
not yet become a ward of the
state, although it appears
that in many ways the Ken
nedy administration would
like it that way. We should
not only look closely into leg
islation to find out how it
may injure us monetarily,
but we should also seek those
aspects that might be detri
mental to our status as in
dividuals. We need to keep
this a country where each
pays his own bills.

N K W
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NSF Chooses
Dr. Trumbore
Dr. Roger H. Trumbore,
biology department, has been
selected recently by the Na
tional Science Foundation to
serve on a panel to evaluate
proposals for the Undergrad
uate Instructional Scientific
Equipment Program.

Artcarved captures
the romance of midnight
...the beauty of
a precious star
M ID N IG H T S T A R -for every forlunaleC.inderclla who finds
herself engaged in the magic of a starlit night. The beautifully
glistening facets «>1 this Artcarved creation arc displayed in a
setting ol new ami Lifting magnificence. \<> wonder Midnight
Star
selected as the i ing design of the vear l*v the National
College Queens.
You'll love the new design. And you'll treasure the fact
that it i" made l*y \rlearvcd—tin* name which has meant
the finest in diamonds lor more than a century. Come in an d
see the new Midnight Star and all the other award-vinninii
Artcarved designs.
*tr*oi makh
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Grants will be awarded to
educational
institutions for
the purpose of buying new
equipment to better facilitate
the teaching of undergraduates in the sciences. The
meetings will be held Novemher 12 and 13 in Chicago.

Alfian Discusses Indonesian
Customs, Educational Policies
ALFIA N, a special Lawrence student from Indo
nesia, lives oft* campus with the F. A. Meythaler fam 
ily of Appleton. A lfian is 23 years old and has been
educated, until this year, primarily in Indonesia. He
has completed three years of private secondary school
ing in Indonesia as well as
three years of college at the
National University of Indo
nesia. He earned his Bach
elor of Arts degree and came
to Lawrence under the as
sumption that he could earn
his Masters degree while
here.
Upon his discovery that
Lawrence is not a graduate
school, Alfian’s objectives for
this school year were slight
ly altered. He has decided to
utilize his year here in order
to think in English and to
gain extra credit towards his
graduate work in internation
al relations which he will be
gin next year at the Univer
sity of Wisconsin.
Alfian, who was born in
West Sumatra, Indonesia, has
only a first name. When he
marries, he will take one of
the titles of his mother’s clan
as a last name, as is the cus
tom in West Sumatra. Alfian
feels very much at home with
the six member Meythaler
fam ily for he has nine broth
ers and sisters of his own.
When asked if Russian or
American ideals were more
popular among the Indones
ian youth, Alfian commented
that while Indonesia is inter-

Dietrich Displays
Works in Appleton
Mr. Thomas M. Dietrich,
Lawrence artist in residence,
will have a personal showing
of water colors, casein, and
oil paintings at Geenen’s de
partment store, A p p l e t o n ,
from Wednesday, Oct. 31,
through Saturday, Nov. 17.
Mr. Dietrich has achieved
national recognition for his
paintings, with several hun
dred public and private col
lections of his works.

Frosh M en Elected
The elections for the m en’s
offices of the freshman class
were held Friday, Nov. 2.
Elected to offices were:
Steve Blair, president; Don
Skinner, vice-president; Jack
Eastman, treasurer; Larry
Wilson, secretary, and Dusty
Rhoades,
SEC
representa
tive.

YOUNG MAN
... in the know, knows
Cricketeer University
Worsted Suits fit in hand
somely . .. anywhere!
They’re steadfast. . .
clean-cut. , . always right
. . . i n solids, stripes,
glens, classic ’bones.
Tailored on the lines you
like-lean, natural.
Cricketeer says: Wear
them vested.

$ 5 9 .5 0

Tennie’s Jewelry
w

AUGUST J. FRISCH
,311 W . College Ave.

l'hone RE. 4-1858

Appleton, Win.

Behnke’s
129 E College Ave.

ested in the cold war and its.
various ideologies, it is being
a very nationalistic country,
primarily concerned with its
own customs and ideals.
Alfian cited, among differ
ences in America and Indo
nesia, dating habits and the
methods of education. Ac
cording to Alfian, dating as
we know it, is very infrequent
in Indonesia. As an alterna
tive, local dances are often
held. In the field of educa
tion Alfian mentioned that In
donesian students are given
much more responsibility in
learning on their own than
are Americans.
Alfian finally stated that he
finds the Americans a very
friendly people and that he
likes classes very much. He
thinks that American girls
are friendly and is surprised
that they are active in posi
tions of leadership on cam 
pus as opposed to Indonesia
where they take a more pas
sive role.

LUC Sets $1500
Goal for Drive
The Fund Drive of Law
rence United Charities will
start with the distribution of
pledge cards to the student
body on November 20. The
Fund Drive itself will take
place the week of November
26 through December 3, the
week following the Thanks
giving recess.
The LUC Fund Drive Com
mittee has set a $1.500 goal.
If the goal is achieved, the
money will be allocated in
the following manner:
Amer. Friends Service
$300
Amer. Youth Hostels
100
Foreign Student
500
Pan Amer. Union
100
UNESCO
100
United Negro Col. fund
100
World Univ. Service
300
Total
$1500
The annual Fund Drive is
LUC’s m ajor revenue-raising
campaign. Last year it raised
$1,011.83. This year it hopes
to do better. The money rais
ed supports our Foreign Stu
dent and is given to charities
in the name of the student
body. Through Lawrence Uni
ted Charities, Lawrence can
demonstrate its generosity,
realization of and concern for
the need of others.
Dormitory
representatives
are: Dick D e t i e n n e , Delt
House; Rick Rapport, Beta
House;
Guy
Booth,
F iji
House; Mike Lynn, Phi Tau
House; Dennis Koskelin, Phi
Delt House; Corry Azzi, Sig
Ep House; Nick Vogel, Brokaw; Kent Naka, Plantz;
Mike Wright. L a w r e n c e
House and Brokaw Annex;
Steve Pfarrer. North House;
Steve Sorota, East House;
Kelly Fox.
Alsted;
Polly
Bamstein, S t e e f e l House;
Pam B e r g et. Washington
House; Lee Miller, Sage;
Linda Scharmer,
Ormsby;
Alice Darling. Colman.
'OOOOOOOW

For DISTINCTIVE
MERCHANDISE
Treasure Box
G ift Shop
313 E. College Ave.
He welcome you to come
in and browse

'.r
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ico’s Corner.^
By G A R Y PINES

$

One subject which has been mulled over many
times before, which I have yet not discussed, is the
topic that concerns the spirit of the school at sporting
events. W ith the fall sports coming to an end it is only
titting to look back over them and speak about the
Lawrence College spirit.
Surprisingly enough I do not wish to degrade the
school’s spirit or wish to compliment the students on
their over zealous spirit. W hat I mean to say is that
we, Lawrence students, are normal fans. This may
come as a surprise to you upperclassmen who are used
to hearing that Lawrence has a terrible school spirit
and to you freshmen who were surprised by the lack
of cheering at the football games.
By normal tans, I mean fans that cheer for a w in
ner and just seem to stare at a loser. From the high
school all the way to the pro level, you will find that
type of cheering common.
A t the Lawrence ballgames one will always find
that students have a merry tinu* after each touchdown.
This spirit lasts until the opposing team begins a scor
ing drive themselves. W hen the Vikings fail to do any
thing successful after about ten minutes of play even
with both the cheerleaders and the pep band trying
desperately to bring out some yells from the Lawrence
group, not a sound can be heard. Even though this is
the time the team need? the most encouragement, none
comes from its boosters. W hy does this happen? This
occurs because there is disappointment in the heart of
each fan that his team is unable to score and might
possibly lose the ballgame. So how can you cheer when
you are sad?
This point was exemplified in the Grinnell ballgame where for the first half the Viking attack was
fruitless while Grinnell ran right through the Law 
rence defense. Few yells came from the Lawrence side
of the stands in that half. But, like I say. this is normal.
It happens all over the country this way.
Then when the Vikings dominated the ballgam e as
in the Coe game, there were very few silent moments.
The students never stopped yelling, the cheerleaders
continued cheering, and the pep band merrily played
away. It was a gay time at W hiting field.
So Lawrence students, you are normal fans! But as
I know you do not want to be normal fans but above
average fans, show your overflowing enthusiasm at
the upcoming winter sports and cheer for the teams
when they need it most, when they are behind!
*

*

*

After ripping off a 75 percentage (9-3-1, last week,
it seems that I am now in rare shape for the rest of
the season for prognosticating.
Lawrence over Carleton by 10 (They have got to w in!
Ripon over Knox by 30 (not even a miracle would
help.)
St. O la f over Monmouth by 14 (There is always next
year for Monmouth)
Grinnell over Cornell by 10 (Grinnell wants 1st place,
too much)
Coe over Beloit by 20 (Coe should be fired up after
that Lawrence loss)
Bears over Vikings by 6 (Bears should be madder than
Vikings)
Packers over Eagles by 24 (Packers resemble Chico
State)
Cards over Steelers by 16 (There’s a letdown by Pitt
every other week)
Lions over 49ers by 2 (Field goals plus defense should
win again)
Colts over Rams by 10 (Hard to say why)
Browns over Skins by 20 (Skins are on the way down)
Giants over Dallas by 11 (No scoring barrage by
Dallas this week)
Chico State over Claremont-Mudd by 17 (W h a t more
is there to s a y ?)

fcatorrntian
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QUAD
SQ UADS
The Phi Delt machine con
tinued to smash its way to
another inter-fraternity foot
ball title. Its last two victor
ies were the Phi Gams, 27-0
and the Delts, 6-2.
John Alton and Toni Krohn
alternated at the quarterback
slot, as the l’hi Delts demol
ished the Phi Gams. Alton
hurled two touchdown passes
to Krohn and Lynum, and
Krohn tossed two to Carl
Ceithaml. Dave Robinson as
sumed control of his team for
the close Delt encounter. His
only touchdown pass to Ly
num proved to be the margin
of victory.
The Phi Taus clinched sec
ond place in the interfrater
nity race with a resounding
21-9 victory over the Betas
and a 7-0 squeaker over the
Sig Eps. Quarterbacks John
llartshorne and Bob Dude
combined to produce 2 of the
three Tau scores in the Fiji
contest. llartshorne threw to
Dan Taylor for the other tal
ly. The Phi Taus scored early
against the Sig Eps and made
the 7 point lead stand for the
rest of the game. Rusty Hens
ley collared a short Hartshorne pass in the end zone.
Al Bond led the Betas to a
third place finish. Bond tal
lied the only touchdown and
deciding extra point as the
Betas topped the Phi Gams
7-6 on Tuesday. Mike O ’Neil’s
passing accounted for the 7
points.
The Delt scoring was again
well-distributed, as they ov
er-powered the Sig Eps 18-0
in the other Thursday compe
tition. Bill Oram-Smith toss
ed three touchdown passes,
one to each of Steve Hanson,
Leigh Kinnemon, and Gordy
Paine.
At the conclusion of the golf
and football competition, the
following points are toward
the interfraternity supremacy
cup:
Phi Delta Theta
4.50
Phi Kappa Tau
225
Beta Theta
Pi
200
Delta Tau Delta
25
0
Phi G am m a Delta
Sigma Phi Epsilon
0
FOOTBALL STANDINGS
(Final)
Phi Delta Theta 9-1 210 36
Phi Kappa Tau
7-3 149 45
Beta Theta Pi
6-4 105 96
Delta Tau Delta 5-5
96 99
Sigma Phi Ep.
2-8
52 147
Phi Gam . Delta 1-9
40 214

i I
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“ Bok” Gram

Harriers Romp Past Coe;
Run at MW C Meet Nov. 10
LAST SA T U R D A Y the Lawrence crosscountry
team came out the victors in a very one-sided contest
17-41. Coe could only muster a team of three runners,
so the Vikes were given no contest at all for the team
victory. This was the fourth conference victory for the
Vikes against two defeats.
MORI*’ significant than the
one-sided victory was the
surprisingly good times of
some of the harriers. Captain
Reed Williams ran a good
race and finished the three
mile course with a time of
15:56.5. This set a new course
record and broke the old
course record set by Paul
Patterson of Grinnell by 14
seconds.
Bill llolzworth posted his
best time of the season while
finishing second in 17:01.5.
Dick Gram finished close be
hind in third place with 17:11.
Bill Stillwell ran his best race
of the season also finishing
in fifth place with a time of
17:53. Boh Itonewit/ finished
in sixth place and Jesse Oden
finished in eighth place.
Tomorrow the team travels
to the conference meet at
Chicago. Conference stand
ings teamwise as well as in
individual competition will he
decided for this year at this
meet. Each of the conference
schools will send a team and
the competition should be

keen.
THE BATTLE for the team
title seems to be pretty well
limited between Carleton and
Grinnell, for these two teams
seem to be by far the best in
the conference. In an earlier
season m e e t Carleton beat.
Grinnell 22 33, but this score
could easily he reversed in
the larger conference meet.
It could also be noted that
in two of the last three years
Carleton has gone into the
conference meet as favorites
and then been upset. Cornell,
Lawrence, and Beloit will be
competing for third, fourth
and fifth team places.
Although Lawrence lost to
Beloit earlier this year, the
Vikes plan to reverse this de
feat tomorrow
St. Olaf and
Kipon should finish sixth and
seventh. Monmouth, Knox and
Coe should bring up the rear
of the team standings.
in the race for individual
honors Cornell’s Bill Dressel
seems in a class by himself
and should have no trouble
taking the championship.

Snow Will Bring New Ski Program
Because of the interest
shown in skiing by students.
Coach Denny has made ar
rangements to make this
sport available to Lawrentians. Buses will transport
skiers on Saturday and Sun
day afternoons to one of the
ski areas in the area which
has slopes and tows for both
beginners and more advan
ced skiers. The bus schedule
will be arranged so that ski*
ers will be able to ski for
about three hours.
Student ski instructors will
go on each trip to assist those
who wish to learn to ski. A
nominal charge will be made
for transportation and for ski
tow charges. Ski equipment
can be rented from Berggren
Bros. Sport Shop, 203 W. Col
lege Ave.
Coach Denny's plans are

dependent upon continuing
interest and the weather.
Watch the Lawrentian for an
nouncements when the snow
starts to fall.

Delts and Thetas
To Host Party
The Delt House will be
transformed into a New O r
leans Playboy Club Saturday.
Nov. 17 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
when Delta Tau Delta and
Kappa Alpha Theta present
the annual Playboy party.
Along with the dancing and
entertainment, a drawing will
be held. The special prize
will be either a playboy club
key or a 25 dollar gift certifi
cate to any store in Appleton
Everyone is welcome

GREAT BETWEEN COURSES!

Get that refreshing new feeling vnth Coke!
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

LaSalle Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Oshkosh, Wis.
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Viking Power Upsets Coe;
Gridders Capture 3rd Spot
Just Runs* Kicks for 16 Pts.;
Flom> Jordan Also Score
C A P P IN G Coach Bernie Heselton’s 25th year of
coaching at Lawrence College, the V iking gridmen
surprised both Coe and the experts in posting a 28-8
trium ph over the previously second place team. The
Kohawks, who came into this contest a one-touchdown
favorite and trying to climb
into first place, never did see
that light that emanates from
the Lawrence motto, as two
quick scores by the Vikcs at
the inception of the second
period put the Kohawks be
hind for good.
STARRING for the now
third place Vikings were two
seniors, Fred Flom and Gary
J u s t , playing their final
game at Whiting field along
with junior corncrback Guy
Booth.
After being contained twice
in the first period by the sec
ond best defensive unit in the
conference, the Vikings erup
ted for two touchdowns in
less than five minutes. After
Flom ’s first interception pla
ced the hall on the Coe 9-yard
line, Just led the team to
paydirt with his passing and
running.
A buttonhook toss to end
Pat Jordan on the 25 got the
team rolling toward its first
score of the day. From there
the Vikings used six running
plays with Just sweeping end
for the final five yards. His
conversion made the score
7-0 with 14:55 left in the sec
ond period.
WITH COE being forced to
punt on the ensuing set of
downs, the Vikings blitzed
their defensive men through
the line and Guy Booth was
able to block the punt. Then
for the second time this year
Jordan picked up the loose
ball and raced 30 yards un
touched for the score Just's
conversion put the Vikings
ahead of a surprised Coe
team 14 0 with still 13 m in
utes remaining before half
time.
Unable to muster an at
tack deep in their own ter
ritory with two minutes re
maining, Coe was forced to

hurriedly punt the ball, which
landed on its own 28-yard
line.
The Vikes drove to the 1yard line on two passes from
Just to Flom. But time only
permitted one quick play
from there and this was halt
ed by a staunch Kohawk line
as the first half ended.
F I R S T HALF statistics
showed that the Vikings had
ground out 146 yards as com 
pared to a first half total of
only 29 yards, the week be
fore.
The third period was high
lighted by Booth’s theft of a
Coe pass and his 30-yard runback to the Kohawk 32. The
running combination of Just
and Flom then picked up 2*7
of the 32 yards with Just
scampering over f m n the
5-yard line for the third tally
of the day. Lawrence led 21-0
after Just’s conversion.
Then it was not until 7:56
of the third quarter that the
highly touted Coe offense be
gan to move. It took them
the rest of the quarter to
cross the Vike goal line for
its first and only time all
day. On a fourth down and
eight yards to go from the 16
of Lawrence, Dick Tosi found
his highscoring halfback W ar
ren Nicholas in the end zone
with a pass. Previous to that
play a Dennis Koskelin inter
ception for the Vikings had
been nullified by a penalty.
A two-point conversion made
the score 21-8 .
WITH FIV E minutes re
maining in the game, a bad
pass from center on a fourth
down caused Coe to give up
the ball on its own 9-yard
line, where it took three
plays before Flom plunged
over the goal line from the 1.
Ju st’s fourth conversion end

ed the scoring for the day
28-8.
This joyful ballgame ended
in fine fashion when the sub
stitutes got a chance to play
when the four senior ball
players were pulled from the
lineup to get their much de
served ovation from the par
tisan Lawrence crowd, after
Booth grabbed his second in
terception of the day.
The win evened the Lawrence-Coe rivalry at 10 wins
apiece. The Coe contest also
marked the Vikings second
finest offensive barrage of
the year.
The Vikes banged out a to
tal of 275 yards against a de
fense that had held Grinnell
to only 10 points and 250
yards gained. Flom and Just
each picked up 80 yards
rushing with Dave Brainard
gaining 43. Ju st’s scoring
performance of 16 points was
tops for the team this year.
STATISTICS
L
First Downs
11
Yds. Rushing
224
Yds. Passing
51
Total Yardage 275
6
Passes Att.
4
Passes Comp.
4
Int. by
Fumbles lost
0
4-155
Punts
Yds. Penalized
65
Coe
Lawrence

C
12

99
90
189
19
7
0
0

4-76
31

0 8 6- 8
0 14 7 7—28

0

TEAM OFFEN SE
Yds Yds Total G.
Rush Pass Yds Ave.
1364 996 2362 337
Ripon
Grinnell
1581 734 2315 331
1538 567 2105 301
Coe
Cornell
1151 681 1832 261
1085 455 1540 220
St. Olaf
Lawrenci 1034 475 1509 215
395 1073 1468 209
Carleton
Monmouth 848 593 1441 206
742 484 1226 175
Beloit
458 658 1116 159
Knox
TEAM D EFEN SE
Yds Yds Total G.
Rush Pass Yds Ave.
Beloit
512 687 1199 171
822 578 1400 200
Grinnell
Cor
874 536 1410 201
Ripon
841 785 1632 233
Lawrence 1097 551 1648 235
Carleton 1277 472 1749 249
832 925 1757 251
St. Olaf
»43 842 1785 255
Cornell
Knox
1559 484 2043 292
Monm'th 1484 857 2341 334
MIDWEST CO NFERENCE
STANDINGS
Team
W L T Pts OP
6 0 1 151 59
Grinnell
Ripon
5 1 1 168 90
Lawrence
5 2 0 135 64
Coe
4 2 1 146 82
St. Olaf
4 2 1 109 84
Carleton
4 3 0
97 87
Cornell
2 5 0
96 113
Monmouth
2 5 0
54 174
Beloit
45 109
1 6 0
Knox
0 7 0
39 172
SATURDAY'S GAMES
Lawrence at Carleton
Ripon at Knox
Monmouth at St. Olaf
Cornell at Grinnell
Beloit at Coe

V iking Soccer Team
To Play on Sunday

TOM SCHINABECK \TiO , attempting to make the
tackle here, will be in action for the final time in his
college career this Saturday. Schinabeck has played
regularly on the Viking team since his sophomore
year. Jerry Leatham 177 > also is in on the play.

The Lawrence college soc
cer team will battle the Osh
kosh city soccer team at
Whiting field, Sunday. Nov.
11 at 2 p m. This w ill be the
only soccer match this term.
For all students interested
in watching this match, a bus
will orovide the transporta
tion to Whiting field
It will
leave the campus at 1 a m
and 1:30 p.m.

G A R Y JUST and Fred Horn team up on a good
yardage running play, Flom blocking, Just carrying.
Both seniors will play in their final college game at
Carleton, Saturday.

Lawrence Eleven W ill End
Campaign Against Carleton
THE F IN A L game of w hat may be the Vikings best
football season since 1954 will pit the Lawrence gridmen against the aerial minded Carleton team at Northfield, Minnesota on Saturday.
Possessing the finest passing squad in the confer
ence, the Carls are led by
senior quarterback Dave Lar
son with his top targets be
ing ends Dave Derr and 210pound Gar Hoerschgen.
THROUGHOUT t h e year
Carleton has relied heavily
on their aerial attack, as 73
per cent of their yardage has
been gained through the air.
Leading the conference in
pass receptions is Hoersch
gen with over 25 for the year.
But recently Coach Mel
Taube of Carleton has found
some new running power
from two small halfbacks,
Bruce Ingersoll, who stands
5’7'’ and weighs 145 pounds,
and Bret Smith at 5’9” and
165. After having rolled up
only 175 yards on the ground
in its first five games, the
Carleton runners have pick
ed up 200 yards in its last
two contests.
The Carleton line which
averages over 200 pounds per
man has let opposing teams
average 249 yards a game
against them. They have
been particularly tough on
pass plays, leading the lea
gue in the least number of
passing yards given up. as
only 472 yards have been
gained t h r o u g h the air
against them.
CARLETON. however, has
relinquished 1277 yards on the
ground, third worst in the
league. Mike Daggett, allconfcrence honorable men
tion guard last year, leads
the Carls defense into action.
.. Thus the Vikings who pos
sess a hard-hitting running
attack can be counted on to
move the ball mostly on the
ground against Carleton. As
in previous games most of
this yardage will probably be
supplied on end sweeps by

Gary Just and on power plays
up the middle by Fred Flcfrn.
In sizing up both teams’
strengths through g a m e s
played against similar op
ponents, not much can be as
certained. Both teams have
battled against six similar
squads with each retaining an
identical 4-2 record against
these opponents.
BELOIT, Cornell, K n o x
and Monmouth have all fall
en to defeat against Carle
ton and Lawrence, while both
Grinnell and
Ripon have
been victorious against them.
Lawrence currently m ain
tains the 3rd and 4th leading
scorers in the Midwest Con
ference in Just and Flc*m, re
spectively. Just leads the
league in extra points with
18 while only having 3 field
goals as compared to a rec
ord breaking 8 , last year.
Last year the Carls clipped
the Vikes 14-7 in the final
game of the season to take
4th place away from Law
rence. This season a win by
Carleton could trip Lawrence
down to 5th place in the
standings while a win for the
Vikes could possibly move
them up a notch to second
place if a miracle occurred
at Knox in the Knox-Ripon
game.
As both Lawrence a n d
Carleton usually have scored
only a couple touchdowns a
ballgame, this contest should
be very close. But last week
Lawrence finally showed an
offensive thrust against a
good defensive team and if
that is any indication of what
is yet to come at Northfield,
this weekend, the Vikings
should be able to win their
final game of the season.

TOP 10 SCORERS
TD
Jack Ankerson (Ripon) ___
7
Mark Aamot (St. O la f).......
11
Gary Just (Lawrence) .......
4
Fred Flom (Lawrence) ___
7
Elston Rowers (Grinnell) ..
6
Dick Bennett (Ripon) .......
6
Warren Nicholas (Coe) .......
5
Larry Hill (Cornell) ..........
5
Carlton Peterson (G rinnell).
5
Ken Poling (Coe) ................
5

FG
3

XP
17

0

0

3

18

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
2
0
0
0

TP
68
66

51
42
38
36
32
30
30
30
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Come in and see our large
stock of Magazines and
Paperbacks

Jerry’s Pipe Shop

